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45 years on and Adria continues 

the Story of ‘Living in Motion’. 

Sustainable quality and value for 

money products have ensured that 

Adria is fi rmly positioned as a leader 

in the production of leisure vehicles. 

Situated in the heart of Slovenia 

within beautiful countryside, Adria 

is ideally placed to be able to adapt 

to the needs and demands of over 25 

different markets across Europe and 

the World. 

adria mobiladria mobiladria mobil

Novo mesto
  

Piran
  

Kranjska Gora
  

Adria factory2
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2010... the next chapter in 
the Story of Motion.
We believe that Adria 
vehicles offer you all you 
could wish for and more. At 
Adria we know that no two 
customers are the same – 
that is why we offer a wide 
range of models and choice 
of specifi cations to suit all 
tastes and budgets. Adria 
provides the ‘complete offer’ 
for ‘value for money’.

The Adria Team... working for you.

info adria

www.adriaconcessionaires.co.uk

Knowledge and teamwork combined with experience, 

tradition, high moral and personal dedication. 

These are just a few of the quality foundations that Adria’s 

future is built on. High quality and open communications 

provide a symbol of excellence. It is this excellence that 

allows Adria to become your long-term leisure partner. 
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compact
 Fiat Ducato

 2 models

 Up to 3 berth

 4 homologated Seats

van
 Fiat Ducato

 2 models 

 Up to 4 berth

 5 homologated Seats

vision
 Renault Master

 3 models 

 Up to 4 Berth

 4 homologated Seats

coral
 Fiat Ducato

 4 models 

 Up to 7 berth

 4 homologated Seats

polaris
 Mercedes Benz

 1 model

 Up to 3 Berth

 4 homologated Seats

coral 
supreme edition

 Fiat Ducato

 2 models 

 Up to 4 berth

 5 homologated Seats

page   6 page   10 page   14 page   18 page   24 page   28

The Future in Motion

Set yourself free in an Adria Motorhome. No matter how many times you do it, there’s always a thrill of 

excitement as you head out on the open road for another Adria adventure. We understand what you want in 

a Motorhome and our products offer you all you could dream of and more.

 M d

polaris

 U to 3 B
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living in motion 5
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True beauty comes from within, but it is noticed by the eye. The Polaris has both. Our designers and crafts-

men have gone to the extremes to achieve the most contemporary feel in a motorhome that will stand the 

test of time. The all weather Polaris will exceed all your expectations and dreams. If style, sophistication and 

the utmost in luxury are for you, then the Polaris is the Motorhome to own. When owning a Polaris you are 

really going to stand out from the crowd. So, own a Polaris and own the status of beauty of comfort, beauty 

of design and the beauty of technology.

polaris

all season luxury

mercedes benz

316 CDI - 319 CDI

Length 7490 mm

Width 2300 mm

Height 2740 mm

Mass 3093 kg - 3200 kg

1 Model

3 Berth
3 homologated Seats

  
polaris 6-9

    
vision 10

    
coral supreme edition 14

    
coral 18

    
compact 24

    
vans 28 7
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equipment lde Under  oor 
Heating

Water Heating 150L refrigerator XXL LuggageBox ALKO ChassisXXL8
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Anti-Allergy 
Sprung Mattress

Ergonomic Seats Shower & WC Spin  o Coo er
Heated Waste 
Water anWC

optional textile  Coffee LeatherSpacious fridge

Alde Under Floor Heating will keep you warm during the coldest of winters.
Powered by a Mercedes Benz engine and built on an AL-KO chassis, the 
Polaris has the power, reliability and solid construction to take you 
wherever you want to go quickly and safely.
The Polaris’s full exterior metallic appearance and elegant smooth lines 
between the cab and body transition defi ne modern elegance.
A rear garage with doors on both sides and interior shelves inside, provide 
fantastic storage with easy access.
Inside you will fall in love with the high gloss interior furniture fi nish, 
extensive modern LED lighting and luxurious soft furnishing schemes.
The highest specifi cation of equipment and elegant, luxurious design will 
ensure you’re the envy of everyone. 
The Large Panoramic window is managed by an electrical mechanism

polaris main features, equipment & models

Big functional drawer in the kitchen

ideal for couples 

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

standard textile  Sandy leather

polaris 9
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vision

luxury 5 star living

renault master

You should expect something different when you choose a motorhome of quality. The Vision will exceed all 

your expectations. If you are taking that well earned vacation, or relaxing down on the golf course, Vision 

provides you with the luxuries of true comfort, high specifi cation and spacious living. The integrated Vision 

will provide you and your loved one with years of comfortable holidays.

2.5 dCi 150

Length 6.49M / 21' 3" - 7.20M / 23' 8''

Width 2.29M / 7' 6''

Height 2.96M / 9' 9''

Mass 3080kg/60.63 cwt - 3190kg/62,80 cwt

3 different Models

Up to 4 Berth
4 homologated Seats

  
polaris 6

    
vision 10-13

    
coral supreme edition 14

    
coral 18

    
compact 24

    
vans 28 11
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equipment Spacious 
Luggage Box

Double Insulated 
Flooring

150L refrigerator Polyester Exterior ALKO chassisXXL12
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Anti-Allergy Sprung 
Mattress

Heated Waste 
Water Tan

Separate Shower 
Cubicle

Air Suspension

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

family friendly layouts & ideal for couples 

optional textile  Sandy leatherstandard textile  Sandy BTHail and damage resistance - polyester bodyAerodynamic front with the biggest 
panoramic windscreen in the branch

The Renault engine and AL-KO chassis 
provide economical, low fuel consumption, 
reliability and solid construction. 
Exterior aerodynamic design and large pano-
ramic windscreen with stunning graphics and 
fi nishing trims ensure you will be noticed.
Whether you are entertaining or relaxing, 
the Vision offers spacious living and large 
comfortable fi xed beds.
New style fl oor covering and extensive LED 
Lighting throughout.
The highest level of specifi cation and luxuri-
ous soft furnishings will ensure your every 
journey out is a special and comfortable one. 

vision main features, equipment & models

vision 13
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coral supreme edition

travel in style

 at ducato

You work hard so you deserve comfortable holidays. Coral Supreme Edition is for those 

who enjoy the occasional ambiance of high class and luxury. Supplying you with every-

thing the Coral range provides, the Supreme Edition offers that extra touch of style and 

fi nesse. Treat yourself, you deserve it.

130 JTD (2,3) - 160 JTD (3,0)

Length 7.36M / 24' 2''

Width 2.29M / 7' 6''

Height 2.65M / 8' 9" - 2.80M / 9' 2''

Mass 2970kg / 58,46 cwt 
- 3090kg / 60,04 cwt

2 different Models

Up to 4 berth
5 homologated Seats

249 ∑ White

611 ∑ Silver Metallic

600 ∑ Patrizia Grey Metallic

  
polaris 6

    
vision 10

     
coral supreme edition 14-17

    
coral 18

   
compact 24

    
vans 28 15
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equipment Polyester Exterior
Heated Waste 
Water Tan

Spacious 
Luggage Box

150L 
refrigerator

Anti-Allergy 
Sprung MattressXXL16
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Ergonomic Seats
Separate Shower 
Cubicle

optional textile  Coffee Leatherstandard textile  Sandy BTDark windowsIndirect lighting

coral supreme edition main features, equipment & models

The new full exterior polyester body has the option of full 
coloured sides in ‘grey’ with elegant metallic body styling.
Stunning graphics apply the fi nishing touch to one of the most 
elegant exterior looks you will see on a coach built motorhome.
Modern and elegant furniture, embedded with chrome trim is 
captured by the stunning LED lights. 
New soft furnishing schemes give you maximum comfort and 
are pleasing to the eye.
The semi integrated models now have the option of an 
‘L’ shape dinette.
The new wall and ceiling boards are complimented by new 
worktops in ‘Lucida’ creating a warm yet spacious interior.
Special formed seats for even more comfortable long distance 
driving.

ideal for couples 

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

coral supreme edition 17
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coral

designed with you in mind

 at ducato

Reliable, practical and comfortable. These are just a few of the credentials of the Coral 

Motorhome. Experienced motorcaravanners know exactly what they want from their mo-

torhome and the Coral never fails to deliver. Couples who seek luxury and families that 

seek comfort all aspire to Coral. The 2010 range continues to impress with upgraded 

specifi cation and plentiful layout designs to satisfy all requirements.

130 JTD (2,3) - 160 JTD (3,0)

Length 7.36M / 24' 2'' - 7.29M / 23' 11''

Width 2.29M / 7' 6"

Height 2.65M / 8' 9" - 3.12M / 10' 3''

Mass 2960kg / 58,27 cwt 
- 3235kg / 63,68 cwt

 4 different Models

Up to 7 berth
4 homologated Seats

249 ∑ White

611 ∑ Silver Metallic

255 ∑ Red Metallic

600 ∑ Patrizia Grey Metallic

  
polaris 6

    
vision 10

    
coral supreme edition 14

    
coral  18-23

    
compact 24

    
vans 28 19
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designed with you in mind20
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The Coral Motorhome offers you 

comfortable sleeping and comfortable 

living with all the equipment 

you require to ma e the most of 

your vacation. Excellent storage 

facilities and speci  cation levels are 

complimented by a new stylish and 

modern exterior appearance. The two 

tone interior furniture  nish provides 

the feelings of luxury and class whilst 

retaining the feeling of openness 

and space. The Coral range simply 

exceeds all expectations.

coral

21
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Garage Hail and damage resistance - polyester body New entrance doors with mosquito net and waste bin5th seating place

coral main features, equipment & models

Full equipment for experienced traveller

Built on a Fiat Ducato and having a full exterior polyester body for maximum durability, the Coral is designed to stand the test of time and whole year usage.
The high durable exterior with full body polyester construction also includes for 2010 new colour schemes for the side skirts and exterior plastic profi les, 
new graphics and a distinctive Adria logo on the front grille.
Various “Tailor” made layouts provide you the ability to choose the right layout to suit your needs and wishes 
in order to achieve even grater comfort for you and your loved ones.
A new style entrance door shows not only cosmetic beauty but also having an integrated fl yscreen and waste bin adds practicality in usage.

Privacy ‘dark’ windows give an elegant appearance from the outside whilst remaining practical from the inside.
The inside has received a complete overhaul. The new two tone interior furniture fi nish with shiny chrome fi ttings is complimented by new wall 
and ceiling boards in ‘Spirit’ and a new style of vinyl fl oor covering.
For your maximum comfort we have designed a new style of dinette cushions and have sumptuous new soft furnishing schemes.

equipment Polyester Exterior
Heated waste 
Water Tan

Spacious 
Luggage Box

150L 
refrigerator

Anti-Allergy Sprung 
MattressXXL22
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standard textile  Musnatur optional textile  Coffee Leather

family friendly layouts 

Separate Shower 
Cubicle

ideal for couples 

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

coral 23
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compact

discover the city

 at ducato

Small enough to conquer the busy city streets, large enough to give you spacious comfort. 

The Compact provides you with everything that you require for your vacation in a size 

that accommodates all situations. Designed with frequent usage in mind, whether it’s 

a quick overnight visit or a relaxing summer vacation, the Compact will deliver all your 

expectations.

2.3 130

Length 5.99M / 19' 8'' 
- 6.61M / 21' 7 1/2"

Width 2.12M / 7'

Height 2.71M / 8' 11''

Mass 2590kg / 50,98 cwt 
- 2715kg / 53,44 cwt

2 different Models

Up to 3 berth
4 homologated Seats

249 ∑ White

611 ∑ Silver Metallic

255 ∑ Red Metallic

600 ∑ Patrizia Grey Metallic

  
polaris 6

    
vision 10

    
coral supreme edition 14

    
coral 18

    
compact 24-27

    
vans 28 25
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equipment Compact 
and Agile

Polyester Exterior
Multimedia 
- TV solutions

Spacious 
Luggage Box

Anti-Allergy 
Sprung MattressXXL26
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100 l refrigerator

optional textile  Coffee LeatherWidth less than 2,12m, lenght less than 6mTV holder

compact main features, equipment & models

Stunning exterior graphics and the choice of a new metallic body 
styling style guarantee you will be noticed.
Beautifully presented, small and agile, being less than 6m in full 
body length.
Privacy ‘dark’ windows give an elegant appearance from the 
outside whilst remaining practical from the inside.
The inside has received a complete overhaul. The new two tone 
interior fabric options with ‘Lucida’ worktops is complimented by 
new wall and ceiling boards in ‘Spirit’ and a new style of vinyl 
fl oor covering.
New ceiling and energy saving spotlights create the right ambiance 
for you to enjoy relaxing on the luxurious soft furnishings.

ideal for couples 

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

standard textile  Musnatur

compact 27
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vans

practical and functional

 at ducato

Relaxation and comfort are essential ingredients to a successful va-

cation. If you’re enjoying some peaceful timeout alone or taking the 

family on a short venture, the Twin supplies you with the two basic 

characteristics required; adaptation and fl exibility. Large enough and 

functional to provide everything that’s needed during your time away 

yet small and economical allowing it to be owned and used by everyone.

100 JTD (2,2) - 160 JTD (3,0)

Length 5.99M / 19' 8''

Width 2.05M / 6' 9''

Height 2.58M / 8' 6'' - 2.60M/ 8' 6''

Mass 2705kg / 53,23 cwt 
- 2860kg / 56,30 cwt

2 different Models

Up to 4 berth
5 homologated Seats

632 ∑ Black Metallic

505 ∑ Batik Orange 
Metallic

479 ∑ Blue 

255 ∑ Red Metallic

691 ∑ Slate Grey Metallic

506 ∑ Golden white 
Metallic

249 ∑ White

611 ∑ Silver Metallic

  
polaris 6

    
vision 10

    
coral supreme edition 14

    
coral 18

    
compact 24

    
vans 28-31 29
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equipment 97 l refrigerator XXL LuggageBox Shower & WC
Anti-Allergy Sprung 
MattressWCXXL97

30
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optional textile  TristanStanding Height Additional bed in front

van main features, equipment & models

Small and agile providing economical usage, great for 
that trip round town.
The well equipped range of Vans can easily accommodate 
any type of vacation or situation with the maximum of 
comfort.
Having a fully insulated body you will never have to 
worry about those chilly nights again.
Take all your food and necessities with you in the 97L Fridge.
Comfortable sleeping compartments ensure you will have 
some of your best nights sleeps ever.
The new styled ‘Titan’ furniture fi nish for 2010 is 
complimented by durable yet fashionable soft furnishings.

family friendly layouts ideal for couples 

No. Number of berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating Area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

standard textile  Musnatur
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ADRIA MOBIL, d.o.o. 
 tra ka cesta 50  000 ovo mesto  loveni a

Tel. 0   1 00  Fax  0   2 00 
 mail  info adria mobil.si  ebsite  www.adria mobil.com

Adria Concessionaires Ltd
Hall Street, Long Melford,
Suffolk, C010 9JP

Tel: 44(0) 1787 888980
Fax: 44(0) 1787 888981

info@adriaconcessionaires.co.uk
http://www.adriaconcessionaires.co.uk

The purpose of the catalogue is illustrative. Pictures inside the catalogue may include some elements not belonging to standard equipment or portray products belonging to different mar ets. Products may change 
from technical or commercial points of view in respect of regulations. Please contact your selected Dealer to obtain detailed information before purchasing.
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